Ionic coupling among cells in the organ of Corti.
Gap junctions have been demonstrated morphologically among the supporting cells of the mammalian organ of Corti but, in contradistinction to reptiles, evidence for their existence between the supporting cells and hair cells is equivocal. The literature is ambiguous with respect to electrical coupling and dye coupling among the supporting cells, and no coupling of either kind has been demonstrated for the hair cells. We found strong coupling of both kinds among the supporting cells in the cochleas of live Mongolian gerbils and a less stable coupling between the supporting cells and the outer hair cells. The electrical coupling was established by recording alternating receptor potentials in the hair cells and following their decrement in the population of Hensen's cells; the dye coupling, by injecting Lucifer yellow electrophoretically into the hair cells or the supporting cells and investigating its spread to the neighboring cells. The electrical recordings were made by means of microelectrodes filled with either 1.5 or 3 M KCl or 1 M LiCl with 6% Lucifer yellow, the latter used for dye injection. The electrode resistances ranged from about 20 to 60 M omega in the first instance, and from about 50 to 110 M omega, in the second. The electrodes were inserted into the organ of Corti through scala media according to the method of Dallos, Santos-Sacchi and Flock (1982) modified by us. The alternating potential in Hensen's cells was usually larger than in the outer tunnel of Corti and remained practically constant up to the outer margin of the Hensen's-cell population. Its phase was the same as in the outer hair cells. When the dye was injected into a Hensen's cell, it always spread to neighboring Hensen's cells and often to Deiter's cells. Dye injected into outer hair cells (identified according to anatomical and physiological criteria) also spread to Deiter's and Hensen's cells and, usually, to other outer hair cells. Stained cells were identified in surface preparations and, on two occasions, in serial sections from plastic embedded cochleas.